Get More ROI
From Your TMS
PCS Transportation Management Platform Overview

The Growth Challenge Faced
By Transportation Companies
Today’s transportation businesses are aiming to meet growth
goals through acquisition, investment, and innovation
spurred by the pandemic. Unfortunately, their customers
are looking to reduce transportation costs. According
to a Statista survey, 73% of shippers said the cost
of transportation was their biggest challenge.
Because of this push-and-pull dynamic, efficiency
improvements are crucial to business growth
for transport companies. Luckily, an end-to-end
TMS platform can eliminate challenges that
make it hard to scale (like limited information
about loads and load bookings), reduce manual
processes, and streamline fragmented
communications.
End-to-End PCS Transportation
Management Platform

* source:
https://www.wsj.com/articles/employees-are-accessing-more-and-more-business-apps-study-finds11549580017#:~:text=Angus%20Loten,-Biography&text=The%20number%20of%20software%20apps,an%20
analysis%20by%20Okta%20Inc.)

Solutions for the
Entire Business
The average business uses 129 software apps, which can be a
headache.* That’s why the PCS platform is an all-in-one way to manage
every aspect of your business. It’s built to reduce the resources spent
on other software, training users, and additional services. PCS replaces
extra applications and easily integrates with existing business tools.

Benefits In the Office

Benefits On the Road

Save time with combined dispatch, accounting,
and fleet management functions

Increase customer retention with visibility into
delivery progress, invoicing accuracy, and timeliness

Speed up service delivery and increase margins
with visibility into data across every department

Increase driver retention with automated, low-touch
communication that allows them to focus on the job

Reduce time wasted on booking loads
with legacy software or manual processes

Manage driver workloads and
scheduling more efficiently

Enable office personnel to work more
efficiently and focus on business growth

Differentiate your business with tools that
simplify driver and customer communication

Easily expand carrier or brokerage services
with one scalable management tool
Integrate TMS software with your website
and empower shippers to book services
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Core TMS Express Platform Features
Dispatch

Accounting

Fleet Management

Our real-time dispatch is automated and tailored to
the complexities of multiple transport services, so
companies can run more trucks with fewer resources.

Our accounting tools accelerate invoicing
by importing load details and all relevant
information into one place.

The TMS Express is the only system that
fully incorporates safety and compliance,
vehicle maintenance, and fuel management
into one comprehensive system that
interacts in real-time with dispatching
and accounting data.

- Intelligently designed, real-time operations management
- Freight and equipment matching
- Built-in linehaul and accessorial ratings

TMS Express Accounting is built for
the transportation industry and makes
it easy to manage:

It can also import details about:

- US DOE-provided fuel surcharge rating

- Receivables and collections

- Automated freight status updates to shippers

- Payables and cash management

- Route and mileage

- Two-way mobile communication capabilities

- Payroll and settlements processing

- Driver management

- Automated safety and profitability monitoring

- Financial controls and analysis

- Asset tracking and management
- Onboarding

It can also import details about:

It can also integrate with tools for:

- Rate analysis

- Factoring

- Spot market

- Insurance
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About PCS
PCS Software created the trucking industry’s
most effective transportation management
platform (TMP) to improve fleet management
and delivery systems and increase profits
for our customers. Through innovation
and invention, our software individualizes
work routines, consolidates workflows,
and streamlines management controls to
improve accountability, transparency,
and eliminate costly and redundant
manual processes.
Trucking companies and freight brokers
trust PCS to optimize their dispatch,
accounting, and fleet operations.
TL, LTL, Intermodal, and freight brokerage
services use our TMP to automate
operations, easily access information,
and reduce outdated inefficiencies
to maximize sales and revenue.
Founded in 1997 and located in
Shenandoah, Texas, PCS Software is a
leading developer of hosted software
solutions designed specifically for the
ground transportation industry.

PCS can help you grow your
transportation business.
Visit our website to get in touch:
www.pcssoft.com

Safety and
Compliance

Mobile

Reporting

Whether you’re already using ELDs
to stay in compliance or you’re in
the market for new technology, TMS
Express helps your drivers stay on
the road safely.

The free Mobile Express app gives
owners and operators a bird’s eye view
of the business, while making it easy for
dispatchers and drivers to communicate.
It also streamlines operations with:

- Integrations with major ELD brands

Robust reporting is baked in, including:
compliance, financial, operational,
ad hoc, and predictive analytics
reporting. All come with drill-down
capabilities and are available on the
Mobile Express application.

- Automated shipment location notifications

- Trucker safety notifications

- Document upload capabilities for drivers

- Easy-to-use ELD manager

- Real-time business insights for company leadership

